
Sermon 130: Romans 11:25-27: ‘…in this way all Israel will be saved.’

OUTLINE

Mystery explained
Mystery applied

INTRODUCTION

Matthew 24:32-35, ‘From the fig tree learn its lesson: as soon as its branch becomes tender 
and puts out its leaves, you know that summer is near. 33 So also, when you see all these 
things, you know that he is near, at the very gates. 34 Truly, I say to you, this generation 
will not pass away until all these things take place. 35 Heaven and earth will pass away, but 
my words will not pass away.’  This is one of the more abused texts when it comes to talking
about Israel.  Many modern day popular interpreters see 1948, when Israel became a nation
marking the time of the fig tree budding, and so we have had many people claim that it will 
be any day now that Christ will come.  One writer claiming that a generation is 40 years long
claimed it would be 1988, but was proven to be a false prophet.  All such prognostications 
are contrary to scripture and a misunderstanding of how Christ was using this text.  In 
Matthew 24:3 we see Jesus is asked three questions by the disciples, that relate to the 
destruction of the temple, the signs of His coming and the signs of the end of the age, ‘As 
he sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to him privately, saying, "Tell us, when will
these things be, and what will be the sign of your coming and of the close of the age?"’  
Verses 32-35 are with reference to the signs that foretell the fall of Jerusalem and the 
destruction of the temple in 70 A.D.  we can know this because v36 makes very clear that 
the second coming of Christ will not be known and be unexpected, ‘"But concerning that day
and hour no one knows, not even the angels of heaven, nor the Son, but the Father only.’  
He merely warns us to always be ready, for He comes when we do not expect, v44.  So 
verses 32-35 relate to the first century and were heeded by the first century Christians who 
when they say Vespasian’s armies come against Jerusalem, they fled to Pella because of 
Christ’s warning and escaped the siege of Jerusalem.  The state of Israel is not a sign of the 
end.  Many ask me, well if Israel is not a sign what is the significance of Israel as a state, 
isn’t it a preparation for the various millennial blessings that many see are promised.  I 
answer no!  God has a plan to save ethnic Jews, we have been spelling out that God intends
to honour promises made to the patriarchs by having a remnant among them.  I believe that
God has preserved their ethnic identity as a testimony to His honouring of this promise and 
the state of Israel is not the fulfilling of land promises, nor a sign of the end but another 
way in which God preserves this people who rejected their Messiah to demonstrate His 
mercy upon them as a distinct people.  I will say more about this next week when we 
investigate the various promises made to the Patriarchs and what their fulfilment looks like.  

Today we come across other verses that have been employed alongside Matt. 24:32-35 to 
teach that there will be a future mass salvation for Israel.  Rom. 11:25-27 are the most 
popular verses to try and prove that Israel will one day experience mass conversion.  ‘Lest 
you be wise in your own sight, I want you to understand this mystery, brothers: a partial 
hardening has come upon Israel, until the fullness of the Gentiles has come in. 26 And in 
this way all Israel will be saved, as it is written, "The Deliverer will come from Zion, he will 
banish ungodliness from Jacob"; "and this will be my covenant with them when I take away 
their sins."’ 
 
Today we want to understand the mystery as Paul explains it and then apply it.
Mystery explained



Paul opens with these words, ‘Lest you be wise in your own sight, I want you to understand 
this mystery, brothers.’  The Gentile believers up until this point had been wise in their own 
eyes and employing their graceless logic to the problem of the Jews.  They had speculated 
that because they had committed such a big sin and rejected their Messiah that they had 
been disowned and had a place in God’s church, or at least had a place as second class 
citizens. Here therefore Paul is about to summarise what he has been arguing thus far.  
What we are about to hear is not new information but a summary of the argument he has 
been making for the past three chapters.  

Now how do you feel when I say we are now going to understand a mystery?  I predict 
some of you will be sceptical.  After all this is an issue where good Christians disagree with 
each other, how can we be so arrogant?  And aren’t mysteries meant not to be understood 
but merely believed?  We must distinguish between theological mysteries and what the bible
calls a mystery.  In theology there are truths which appear to cancel each other out but 
which are clearly taught in scripture.  In order to be true to the authority of the bible and 
submit our reason to God’s word we declare something that appears contradictory but is 
clearly taught a mystery.  A good example is the incarnation.  How can Jesus be both 
divinely omnipresent and restricted to one space in time?  We don’t know, it is just true for 
He is fully God and fully man.  We use the word mystery here to draw boundaries that 
protect us from falling into error on either side.  But Paul uses the word mystery in a 
different way.  Mysteries are those things that were not known and were even unanticipated
that God had now made known for all to know.  For example, Eph. 3:6, ‘This mystery is that
the Gentiles are fellow heirs, members of the same body, and partakers of the promise in 
Christ Jesus through the gospel.’  Col. 1:27, ‘To them God chose to make known how great 
among the Gentiles are the riches of the glory of this mystery, which is Christ in you, the 
hope of glory.’  Paul wants us to know God’s plan for the Jews, it is not to be avoided or 
covered over as impossible to know.  It is this mystery that we now want to examine.  Paul 
gives it to us in several parts.  Firstly, that there is a partial hardening of national Israel.  
Secondly, that this hardening will last until the fullness of the Gentiles has come in.  And 
thirdly, that all Israel will be saved.  Verses 28 reminds us that God’s mysterious ways of 
saving the Gentiles from Jewish unbelief, and the Jews by Gentile belief are part of this 
mystery.  

‘a partial hardening has come upon Israel.’  Paul is not saying that an individual Jew is 
50%hardened; nor is he saying that all Israel is hardened 50% of the time.  Paul is here 
drawing on the truth that he has been proving since chapter 9.  That among the national 
people Israel, there is an elect from among them that God will save.  This distinction was 
introduced in 9:6, ‘But it is not as though the word of God has failed. For not all who are 
descended from Israel belong to Israel.’  You will remember that Paul has had to enter into 
this discussion to show that God’s purposes in election never fail.  That all those whom God 
predestines and calls He most certainly does justify and glorify.   The fact that the nation of 
Israel who were in one way elect seemed to make God able to fail in making His plan for 
salvation come to pass.  It appeared as if we could frustrate His purposes by the fact that 
not all the Jews who were supposed to be God’s chosen people, believed in Jesus.  Paul’s 
answer is that God never intended to save all, there was a partial hardening on national 
Israel, and on the rest He had mercy.  

The hardened in Israel fall under two types, those who are hardened to never believe, and 
those who were hardened temporarily until they were provoked to faith through Gentile 
belief.  In both instances we have clear indications by Paul that part but not all of Israel is 



destined to receive mercy, and the rest will be dealt with according to justice and they will 
be passively and judicially hardened. 

So far so good, all the different views agree.  But then we come to the next phrase, ‘until 
the fullness of the Gentiles has come in.’  those who hold out for a national blessing of 
salvation for Israel believe that this hardening will come to an end at the time Paul here 
identifies as the time that the fullness of the Gentiles has come in.  And then after this there
will be a time of Jewish fullness.  It is believed that after the fullness of Gentiles has come in
that the words of v12 a promise of blessing for Gentiles by their full inclusion, and v15 the 
reconciliation of the world and life from the dead.  I am of the belief that the time of the 
fullness of the Gentiles coming to an end is the time when Christ returns.  

There are differences of opinion on this and here are my reasons for not believing that this 
portion teaches a large scale salvation for the Jews just before the end.  It is not that it is 
impossible, but merely that a fair reading of the text does not force this teaching from it.  
Firstly, all the OT promises of Israel inheriting salvation are being fulfilled in the church of 
believing Jews and Gentiles.  The intent of those promises was never for a Jewish only 
fulfilment but what we see God doing in the church.  For this reason Paul calls it a mystery, 
that Gentiles are joint heirs with Jews in the fulfilment of these promises Eph. 3:6.  
Secondly, the word ‘until’ in the phrase ‘until the fullness of the Gentiles has come in’ need 
not mean that anything next need happen, but can quite well signify the end of something 
and indicate finality.  The word is used in this way by Paul who talks about being persecuted
until death; or celebrating Christ death until He returns.  The word can quite easily indicate 
the end of something and not the beginning of something.  
Thirdly, those texts that are used to imply a future time of blessing have been 
misinterpreted, v12, 15.  When Paul speaks of their full inclusion being life from the dead 
and a greater blessing to the Gentiles, it is in the context of proving that Jews can be 
incorporated into the church.  Paul is proving something very basic, ‘can the Jews be saved?’
and the answer is yes!  He is not going further than that.  His words serve to prove not a 
future national salvation but a true incorporation into the church now. This will be an 
incorporation that blesses the Gentiles and results in a true rising from the dead spiritually. 
Fourthly, there is a self-contradiction in the view that believes in a national return.  Firstly, 
they say that v12 outlines a future return of the Jews that will in turn bring greater 
treasures to the Gentiles than the present blessings of salvation they are enjoying, ‘Now if 
their trespass means riches for the world, and if their failure means riches for the Gentiles, 
how much more will their full inclusion mean!’  but then in v25 we have a clear indication 
that God’s electing purposes of the Gentiles come to an end before the Jews are saved to 
bless the Gentiles.  But there is a grave problem here.  How can the Jews be a means of 
further blessing to the Gentiles when God will have finished His electing purposes for them? 
And all of this based on v12 which speaks of the present benefits the Gentiles receive when 
Jews are in the church with them not a future salvation.

For me the meaning of this verse is simple and plain.  Think of train tracks.  One track 
represents those from among the Gentiles that God seeks to save, and the other represents 
the remnant from among the Jews.  From among the Jewish nations some are hardened, 
but there is only a partial hardening because God saves His elect.  And so for as long as God
saves the Gentile elect, He also saves His Jewish elect.  They run concurrently throughout 
this age until the return of Christ.  

The next phrase we need to examine is in v26, ‘and in this way all Israel shall be saved.’  
There are many different opinions about this verse and what it means.  Sam Storms outlines
the five possibilities:



1. All Israel means every ethnic descendant of Abraham who has ever lived will be 
saved.  This view is not possible as it would involve post-mortem evangelism and 
denies the teaching on God having an elect from the Jews.

2. All Israel means every Jew alive when Christ returns will be saved.  Once again this 
seems to fly in the face of God’s electing purposes and introduces a concept of 
universal salvation contrary to the context.

3. All Israel means that the majority of the generation of Jews alive at the time of Christ
will convert.  This is the most widely held view today.  There is however a great 
problem with this view.  If the time of the fullness of the Gentiles coming in marks 
the end of God’s partially hardening Israel, how can one say that a large part or a 
majority but not the whole will be saved, for this still keeps in place a partial 
hardening which the fullness of the Gentiles should have brought to an end.  In 
other words, if you hold to three, you should consistently hold to 2, the view that 
every ethnic Jew at the time of Christ will be saved.  

4. All Israel that is to be saved, is every spiritual Israelite from Jews and Gentiles.  This 
was John Calvin’s view who taught that all the elect from all nations will one day be 
saved when Christ returns.  Although true in other places, this cannot be Paul’s 
meaning here because every other time he uses the word Israel it is applied to 
ethnic Jews.  

5. All Israel that is to be saved is every elect Jew from the time of the first to the 
second coming of Christ.  We take this to be the correct view.  We take ‘all Israel’ to 
refer not merely to one future generation but all of God’s elect Jews from every age. 
The inclusion of the idea of all or the majority of one future generation is an alien 
idea to Paul’s whole discussion in these chapters.

Please notice that the words of our ESV translation help us see this sense when they say, 
‘and in this way.’  Some have taken the Greek word ‘houtos’ to mean ‘and then’ indicating a 
temporal sequences of events not ‘in this way’ or ‘thus’.  In other words v26 is not adding 
any new info to v25 but rather drawing conclusions from it.  The Jews are under a partial 
not a complete hardening until Jesus comes again.  This is his simple point.  Many have put 
too many advanced and technical questions to Paul’s discussion.  He is writing to a narrow 
concern of whether Jews can be saved, not every question we would like to ask about 
prophecy.  He includes new info about God’s dealings where God saves Gentiles from Jewish
unbelief, and Jews from Gentile belief, but I cannot in good conscience see any reference to 
a future national salvation event.  Our interpretation does not rule it out as impossible it just
says that it is not the positive teaching of Romans 11.  

Paul then quotes the OT to prove that God will keep His promises of saving ‘all Israel’.  ‘as it 
is written, "The Deliverer will come from Zion, he will banish ungodliness from Jacob"; "and 
this will be my covenant with them when I take away their sins."’  Paul seems to be quoting 
from Is. 59:20-21, and Is. 27:9.  There is debate about whether Paul is referring to Christ’s 
first or second coming.  No matter which interpretation you take the point is clear: God will 
save His elect.  

Mystery applied

Now perhaps many of you are thinking to yourself, I am confused, or what does this have to
do with anything?  Let me now try and apply the principle that Paul has drawn to our 
attention.  God’s faithfulness to fulfil His promises and plans is the lesson we can all take 
away even if we are not Jews, or seeking answer to this question.  Notice the certainty of 
action in the verses quoted.  Three times God says ‘I will’ and we also see in the fourth line 
the certainty of sins removed.  Paul is quoting these verses indicating that God has begun to



fulfil this promise and will finish fulfilling it.  The whole plan of God for the Jews rests on this
great foundation, God keeps His promises.  This is the significance of Paul’s reference to the 
Father’s in the very next verse, v28.  You see God has an eternal purpose to fulfil in saving 
His elect.  He has set His love upon them in eternity past, otherwise known as being 
foreknown/foreloved.  Death is powerful, sin is powerful, satan is powerful but none 
powerful enough to stop God’s hand and Him fulfilling His design from eternity.  God’s action
of saving His remnant is based on God putting His plan into action and Paul is reminding 
these Gentiles that it will most certainly come to pass.  This is the truth we must apply to 
ourselves. 

Let us explore it from John 10.  John 10 is highly significant because it gives us two of the 
seven I AM saying of Jesus in one chapter, I am the Door; and I am the Good Shepherd.  
But it is also significant because Jesus outlines the security that the believer has in God’s 
strength and in God most certainly saving His people.  He speaks how He is the Shepherd 
and v3-5, ‘To him the gatekeeper opens. The sheep hear his voice, and he calls his own 
sheep by name and leads them out. 4 When he has brought out all his own, he goes before 
them, and the sheep follow him, for they know his voice. 5 A stranger they will not follow, 
but they will flee from him, for they do not know the voice of strangers."’  When the 
Shepherd calls His sheep to follow, when the voice of the Evangelist goes out and the Spirit 
sounds Christ’s words through them, His sheep hear and follow.  We see here the certainty 
of the sheep coming to Christ.  Also notice the certainty of the sheep recognizing only the 
Shepherd’s voice and not following another.  John puts it another way, he says, we have an 
anointing that no man need teach us, in other words, the Spirit helps us to discern truth 
from error that we are not taken in by false teachers.  In v11 Jesus points out that it is with 
His own life that He pays for our sins and secures our salvation, ‘I am the good shepherd. 
The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep.’  There can be no questioning of His 
willingness to save us, and no doubt that His life will be sufficient to secure our release.  We
can have full confidence in His willingness and sufficiency to save.  Among other things He 
says in v27-30, ‘My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me. 28 I give 
them eternal life, and they will never perish, and no one will snatch them out of my hand. 
29 My Father, who has given them to me, is greater than all, and no one is able to snatch 
them out of the Father's hand. 30 I and the Father are one."’  Notice that every sheep that 
is His will follow Him, they will believe upon Him, and having believed they will not follow 
another.  Then notice that we receive eternal live, we can never die, and nothing can snatch 
us from the hand of God.  There is no such thing as a gift of eternal life that does not result 
in eternal life, there is no such thing as a sheep that leaves the flock for another shepherd, 
there is no such thing as a sheep that can be snatched from God’s hand and salvation.  what
God sets out to do God does.  This is our confidence and Paul’s confidence as He reflects on 
God working out His purposes for the Jews.  

What an important truth this is, that God will finish His intentioned work in us.  When you 
wake up tomorrow and you are facing difficulty with your health, you do so on the 
foundation of a life that will never die, on a path that will inevitably eventuate in your 
salvation, you can with Paul face them as light and momentary afflictions in light of the 
certainty of God’s actions.  When you wake up tomorrow and have to face disappointments, 
financial crashes, and relationship strain you do so realizing that the most important thing 
can never be broken, or removed, or changed by what happens in these areas.  Everything 
gets put in perspective, important things are no longer ultimate things, for the most 
important things our eternal life with God is secure and in His hands.  We rest in His ability 
to save and His faithfulness to save.  God’s determination to save His promised people 
should encourage every believer for we are reminded that all of who God is invested and 



driven to finishing His work that He has begun in us.  This frees us, it fills us with joy and 
enables us to face all the difficulties we usually face.  

So in conclusion.  God does have a plan for Israel, I do not believe that it consists in 
returning to the land or a final national salvation event, at least I don’t believe that this is 
taught anywhere in Romans 11.  We can hope and pray that Israel will experience a revival, 
but we see the faithfulness of God in Him continuing to save His elect, His Israel within 
Israel, His remnant.  We observe His mercy in not totally casting off His sinful people but 
only partially hardening, and we are reminded of His faithfulness.  This promise keeping God
works not only for the salvation of saving Jews but us as well.    
            
   
        


